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 IN THE COURT OF THE MEMBER, MOTOR ACCIDENT 

CLAIMS TRIBUNAL,SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 

 

Present : Sri R. Goswami, 

   Member, 

   Motor Accident Claims Tribunal, 

   Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 

MAC Case No.51 of 2019(I) 

 Sri Umakanta Borah, 

S/O of Chenaram Borah, 

 R/O Vill. Near Darrang College, West Gate 

        Ward No.-16 

 P.S Tezpur 

 Dist. Sonitpur, Assam…………….claimant. 

 

                                 -Versus- 

     1. Md.Nassimuddin Ansari 

 S/O Late Abdul H Ansari,  

 R/O Vill. Garwan Patty, Tezpur 

 Dist- Sonitpur. 

 (Owner of the vehicle No.AS-12 G/9818 (Hero 

 Passion Pro.) 

 

     2. Md. Iftikhar Ahmed, 

 S/O Md Jahir Ahmed, 

 R/O Ward -13, Punjabi Building, 

 P.O & P.S. Tezpur, 
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 Dist. Sonitpur, Assam. 

 (Driver of the vehicle No.AS-12 G/9818 (Hero Passion 

 Pro).  

 

    3. The New India Assurance Co Ltd. 

 Divisional Office, Main Road, Tezpur, 

 P.O. Tezpur, 

 Dist. Sonitpur, Assam, 

 Insurer of the vehicle No. AS-12 G/9818 (Hero  

 Passion Pro). ................Opp. Parties. 

 

ADVOCATES APPEARED 

For the claimant   :-Dipu Moni Das, Advocate. 

For the O.P. No. 1 :- I.H Ansari, Advocate. 

For the O.P. No. 2 :- B. Purukayastha, Advocate. 

For the O.P. No. 3 :- P.Ch. Sharma, Advocate.  

 

Date of Argument  :-08-04-2021. 

Date of Judgment  :-28-04-2021. 

 

 

   J U D G M E N T 

 

This is an application u/s 166 of M.V Act, 1988 filed 

by one Umakanta Borah, hereinafter shall  be referred to 

as the claimant, praying for grant of compensation on 

account of injuries sustained by his minor son, Shri 

Himangshu Borahin a motor vehicle accident. 
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1. The case in brief is that on 8/10/2016 at about-11-15 

A.M. the claimant’s minor sonwas on his way to Parua 

Chariali with his aunt and his sister-in-law. On the way 

near Durga Puja Mandap, Mara Bharali Parone two wheeler 

bearing registration no. AS-12 G/9818 (Hero Passion Pro) 

trailing the minor son of the claimant had knocked him 

down from behind due to rash and negligent manner it was 

being driven. As a result of the said accident Himangshu 

Borah sustained grievous multiple Injuries on his head and 

other parts of his body. The injured had been taken to B.J. 

Hospital, Tezpur for treatment. Injured was required to be 

operated upon four times. Hence, claimant claims 

Rs.6,90,000/- in compensation.  

2. Following the accident Tezpur P.S. case 

No.1876/2016 u/s- 279/338 IPC had been registered on 

the FIR lodged by one Umakanta Borah. Charge sheethad 

been filed against Iftikhar Ahmed, driver of the offending 

two wheeler bearing registration No. AS-12 G/9818. 

3. OP No.-1 and OP.No.-2, the owner of the offending 

vehicle in his written statement denied that the RTA in 

which the claimant claimed to have sustained injuries had 

occurred due to negligence of the driver of thetwo wheeler 

bearing registration No.AS-12 G/9818. Answering OP-1 

claimed his two wheeler was being driven by OP-2 with a 

valid driving license and further claimed his vehicle being 

insured with New India Assurance Company Ltd, Tezpur 

branch with a valid insurance cover on the day of the 

alleged occurrence.  Thus compensation if any payable to 
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the claimant is payable by the insurer of the vehicle subject 

to proof of negligence of the OP-2. Thus in the premise 

answering OP claim to be exonerated from the case. 

4. OP-2 Iftikhar Ahmed in his written statement denied 

that the RTA in which the claimant claimed to have 

sustained injuries had occurred due to his negligence. The 

answering OP claimed riding thetwo wheeler bearing 

registration No. AS-12 G/9818 on the day of the 

occurrence, being in possession of a valid driving license, 

no.31304/s/pvt issued by DTO Sonitpur,to drive the same. 

The answering OP-2 also claimed that the two wheeler 

bearing registration No. AS-12 G/9818 that he was riding 

was insured with New India Assurance Company Ltd, 

Tezpur branch with policy no.53110031160200004588 and 

the insurance cover was valid on 18/10/2016, the day the 

alleged RTA had occurred. 

5. OP-3, the insurer of the offending vehicle in its 

written statement denied that the RTA in which the 

claimant’s minor son alleged to have sustained injuries had 

taken place due to the negligence of OP-2. According to 

the answering OP the case is bad for noncompliance of 

provision u/s 134(c) of the Act as the insured has not 

communicated essential particulars with regard to policy 

cover, name of the injured and date of accident to the 

answering O.P. The answering O.P. further claims that 

Sonitpur Police Station failed to forward the relevant 

documents with regard to the RTA within 30 days as 

required u/s 158(6) of the Act.The answering OP reserves 
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its right to defend itself u/s 149(2) (a)(i)…of the Act from 

paying the award money to the third party in case of 

breach of specific conditions of policy by the insured.  

Hence it is the contention of the answering O.P. that 

liability if any to indemnify the insured with regard to 

payment of compensation awarded to the third party is 

subject to fulfillment of terms and conditions of the policy 

cover by the insured.  

6. Upon pleadings above following issues have been 

framed. 

I. Whether Himangshu Borah, the minor son of the 

claimant had sustained injuries in the road traffic 

accident on 18/10/2016 at about 11-15A.M. that 

had been caused due to rash and negligent 

manner OP-2 was riding thetwo wheeler bearing 

registration No. AS-12 G/9818 ? 

II. Whether the claimant is entitled to get any 

compensation as prayed for? If so, from whom 

and to what extent?  

7. I have heard argument advanced by Learned 

Counselson both sides. I have also perused the documents 

available on record. 

 Issue No. 1 

8. CW-1 Umakanta Borah in his affidavit supported the 

facts alleged in his application for compensation for injuries 

sustained by his minor son Himangshu Borah in the RTA 8-
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10-2016. CW-1 reiterated to his minor son Himangshu 

Borah accompanying his aunt and sister-in-law on the day 

his minor son had sustained injuries in the RTA involving 

the two wheeler AS-12G/9818.   

9. CW-1 exhibited following documents; ext-1 is the 

accident information report, ext-2 certified copy of the FIR 

lodged by him following the RTA, ext-3 is the charge sheet 

filed in the criminal case against Md Iftekhar Ahmed, the 

rider of the two wheeler bearing registration No. AS-12 

G/9818 involved in the RTA, ext-4 is the certified copy of 

the seizure list. Ext-5 to ext-38 are medical documents, 

bills, vouchers, cash memos etc. 

10.     CW-1 in his cross-examination admitted not being 

present at the place of occurrence with his son on 8-10-

2016 and claimed to have received the information of the 

accident over phone. CW-1 deposed that his minor son had 

accompanied the wife of his nephew to the Durga Puja 

Mandap at Marabharalipar. CW-1 also admitted having 

lodged the FIR eight days after the accident. CW-1 claimed 

his son being required to undergo treatment at BJ hospital 

for 7days. CW-1 reiterated to his son, Himangshu Borah 

having fractured his right leg in the RTA.CW-1 denied the 

suggestion that the accident had taken place due to 

negligence of his son.  

11. CW-2 Manalisha Phukan deposed that on 8/10/2016 

Himangshu Borah, the minor son of the claimant, had 

accompanied her and her mother-in-law to Parua Chariali. 
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On the way near Durga Puja Mandap at Mahabharalipar, 

one two wheeler, bearing registration no.AS-12G/9818 had 

hit Himangshu Borah from behind his back. Himangshu had 

sustained multiple injuries on being struck by the two 

wheeler. Immediately injured Himangshu was rushed to BJ 

Hospital, Tezpur. According to CW-2 the alleged RTA had 

taken place due to rash and negligent manner the said two 

wheeler was being ridden by Iftikhar Ahmed, the rider. 

12. In her cross examination CW-2 stated injured 

Himangshu being the son of her maternal uncle. CW-2 

denied the suggestion that the RTA in which her cousin 

Himangshu had sustained injuries did not take place due to 

negligence of the rider of the two wheeler. CW-2 denied 

the suggestion that she had not seen the alleged 

occurrence. 

13. To determine the negligence, I am being guided by 

the judgment reported  in 2009 ACJ 287, National 

Insurance Company Limited Vs. Pushpa Rana wherein in it 

was held that in case the petitioner files the certified copy 

of the criminal record or the criminal record showing the 

completion of the investigation by the police or the 

issuance of charge sheet under section 279/304 A IPC or 

the certified copy of the FIR or in addition the recovery 

memo and the mechanical inspection report of the 

offending vehicle, these documents are sufficient proof to 

reach to the conclusion that the driver was negligent 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1270101/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/409589/
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14.     In   Bimla   Devi   and   ors.   Vs.   Himachal   Road   

Transport Corporation and Ors (2009) 13 SC 530, Supreme 

Court held as such 

" In a situation of this nature, the Tribunal has rightly 

taken a holistic view of the matter. It was necessary to be 

borne in mind that strict proof of an accident caused by a 

particular bus in a particular manner may not be possible 

to  be done by the claimants. The claimants were merely   

to   establish   their   case   on   the touchstone   of   

preponderance   of   probability. The   standard   of   proof   

beyond   reasonable doubt could not have been applied." 

15. The aforesaid legal proposition as well as documents 

relating to criminal case, AIR, the FIR and the charge 

sheet, ext-1, ext-2 and ext-3 respectively coupled with the 

evidence of the CW-2 are an indication that the claimant 

has been able to establish that his minor son, Himangshu 

Borah had sustained injuries due to rash and negligent 

mannertwo wheeler, bearing registration no.AS-12G/9818 

was being ridden by its rider. Hence, issue No. 1 is decided 

in favour of the claimant. 

Issue No. 2 

16. Ext-1, AIR in form-54 reveals that the offending two 

wheeler bearing registration No. AS-12 G/9818 was insured 

with New India Assurance Company Ltd, Tezpur branch 

with policy no.53110031160200004588 with validity up to 

17/8/2017.It transpires that the RTA involving the above 

two wheeler, in which the minor son of the claimant had 
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sustained injuries occurred during the subsistence of the 

policy cover of the offending vehicle. The ext-1 stands 

proved by CW-1 the claimant in his evidence. Since it is 

established in issue No.-1 that injured Himangshu had 

sustained injuries in the RTA due to negligence of the rider 

of the offending two wheeler and the RTA involving the 

offending two wheeler had taken place within the validity 

of the insurance cover, the OP-3 is liable to pay the 

compensation awarded, the injured Himangshu Borah 

being third party for the purpose of sec. 166 of the Act.   

17.  Coming to pecuniary damage, CW-1 claimed having 

spent Rs.2,00,000/- on the treatment of his son. Ext-5 

discharge summary dated 9/10/2016 of BJ Hospital reveals 

that injured Himangshu had been operated upon for 

internal fixation with a narrow DCP for fracture of shaft 

right femur upper 3rd on 8/10/2016.  

 Thus the injured is to be assessed for compensation 

on personal injury,for fracture of his upper 3rd of shaft of 

right femur without permanent disability.  

18. Coming to pecuniary damage, the claimant has 

exhibited following  bills/vouchers/ cash memos in his 

affidavit with regard to expenditure he had incurred on the 

treatment of his son; ext-6 is the paid bill of BJ hospital for 

Rs.33,100/-, ext-7(1) to ext-7(6) are cash memos 

indicating purchase of medicines for Rs.4,619/-.Ext-9 is the 

paid bill of BJ hospital for Rs.19,600/-,ext-11 is the paid bill 

of BJ Hospital for Rs.10,100/-, ext-12 is bill of bone and 
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joint care clinic for Rs.3,500/-. Ext-13(1) to ext-13(4) 

indicating purchase of medicines for Rs.4,551/-. Ext-20 is 

the paid bill for Rs.27,300/- of times hospital. Ext-21(1) to 

ext-21(10) are paid bills and cash memos for Rs.4,479/-. 

Ext-22 to ext-38 are money receipts and cash memos 

indicating purchase of medicines for Rs.6,762/- totaling –

Rs. 1,14,011/- on pecuniary damage suffered by the 

claimant. 

19. In addition the claimant is allowed Rs.1000/- on 

transport to the hospital, Rs.5,000/- on extra nourishment, 

Rs.2,000/- on the attendance expenses, Rs.10,000/- on 

pain and sufferings and Rs.10,000/- on loss of amenities as 

non-pecuniary damage.  

20. Therefore, total compensation comes to 

Rs.1,42,011(Rupees one lakh forty two thousand 

and eleven)only. 

21. Hence, issue No. 2 is decided accordingly.  

 

    O  R  D  E  R 

 

 In the result, the claim petition is allowed, awarding 

Rs.1,42,011(Rupees one lakh forty two thousand 

and eleven)only with interest thereon @ 6 % per annum 

from the date of filing of the case i.e. on 31-08-2019 till full 

and final realization. The O.P. No. 3 i.e. New India 

Assurance Co. Ltd is directed to make payment of the 

aforesaid amount within a period of 30 (thirty) days from 
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the date of receipt of order in the Savings Accountof the 

claimant Umakanta Borah through NEFT. Claimant is 

directed to furnish his Bank details of any Nationalized 

Bank to this Tribunal. On receipt of the same, office of 

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal, Tezpur will do the needful 

in sending the required documents to the Insurance 

Company for payment of compensation to the claimant. 

Insurance Company is directed to furnish compliance 

report accordingly. 

 

Given under my hand and seal on this 28th day of 

April, 2021. 

 

 

 
                ( R. Goswami.) 

     Member,              Member, 

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,       Motor Accident Claims Tribunal, 

        Sonitpur, Tezpur.       Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
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A N N E X U R E 

 

1.Witness of the Claimant: 

(i) Sri Uma Kanta Bora. 

(ii) Smti. Manalisa Phukan.  

2. Witness of the Defence: 

  None. 

3.Claimant’s Exhibits: 

 

  Ext. 1 Form 54 (accident information report).  

  Ext. 2 to 4  are documents relating to criminal 

  case.  

  Ext. 6 photograph of the claimant.  

  Ext. 5 to 38 are medical documents/cash  

  memo/bills etc.  

4.Exhibits of the defence  

 

   NIL. 

           (R. Goswami) 

               Member 

      MACT, Sonitpur, Tezpur. 


